Papers publications / Presentation in National / International / Journals and Conference proceedings:

In the year 2013:

2. Prof. K. K. Tangod presented a paper at International Conference ICTIT-2012 held on 5th & 6th October 2012 at VTU Belgaum.

In the Year 2014:

4. Shri S.F.Rodd presented Paper Titled “ Neural Network based Performance tuning in Distributed Database Environment” in the International 2013, organized by the association of Computer Electronics & Electrical Engineers (ACEEE) Hyderabad , held on 08th & 09th of November 2013.

In the Year 2015:

2. Shri S B. Deshpande Published paper titled “Virtual E- Learning Developed using Mobile Agent “in IJMTER in Feb 2015 having ISSN no. 2349-9745


6. Prof R J.Kadkol published a paper titled “Script Identification from Multilingual Text Documents”

7. Prof P.S. Upparamani published a paper titled “Script Identification from Multilingual Text Documents”

8. Dr S.A Kulkarni published his work “Analysis of attention deficit hyper activity disorder with intelligent quotient for educational cycology” in the proceedings of international conference on cognition, brain and computation, IIT Gandhinagar, Dec 2015.

**In the Year 2016:**

1. Dr. S.A Kulkarni, G C Deshpande presented a poster paper entitled “Implementation of Elliptic Curve Cryptographic Algorithm for Internet of Things” at IRISS 2016, Jan 2016, Trivandrum.

2. Prof S.B Deshpande presented a paper , titled “Survey on M-Learning” in a National Workshop-cum-Conference on Enhancing Information Technology Education (EITE-2016)” at National Institute of Technology Goa, India from Jan 4 to Jan 9, 2016


